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NA polymerase (RNAP) performs various tasks during transcription by changing its conformational states, which are gradually becoming clarified. A recent study focusing on the conformational transition of RNAP between the ratcheted and tight forms illuminated the structural principles underlying its functional operations.
Multi-subunit DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RNAP) is a huge protein complex responsible for gene transcription. It accomplishes multiple tasks required for transcription initiation, elongation, and termination, often with assistance from various regulatory factors. The versatile nature of RNAP is supported by its conformational plasticity. Recent studies are starting to reveal the relationships between particular RNAP conformational states and functions, paving the way toward understanding the general principles of the functions and regulation of RNAP.
The bacterial RNAP core is composed of at least 5 subunits, while the eukaryotic RNAPs I, II, and III comprise 12 or more subunits, and their total masses are over 400 kDa. From bacteria to eukaryotes, RNAP adopts a similar "crab-claw" shape, which can be divided into 4 massive blocks called "modules". 1, 2 The central part of RNAP is composed of the "shelf" and "core" modules, which form the primary nucleic-acids-binding channel and the secondary channel, a likely path for the substrate nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) (Fig. 1A, B) . The "clamp" and "jaw-lobe" modules protrude from the shelf and core modules, respectively, to complete the primary channel. The active site is formed in the middle of the primary channel, and includes Mg 2C ions and flexible structural elements, such as the "trigger loop (TL)" and the "bridge helix (BH)."
The modules can move relative to each other around a particular rotational axis formed between them. Therefore, RNAP has a rich conformational space produced by multiple combinations of module orientations, in addition to the conformations of the flexible elements. For example, the clamp module can swing relative to the shelf module, allowing the opening and closing of the primary channel. 3, 4 The clamp module is closed upon DNA binding by the RNAP holoenzyme for initiation complex formation, 3 while it is opened during transcriptional pausing dependent on a hairpin structure formed upstream of the nascent transcribed RNA. 5 While the flexible TL assumes the "straight" or trigger-helices conformation for NTP incorporation into RNA in the transcription elongation complex (EC), 6, 7 it assumes a "bent" conformation in a paused or backtracked RNAP. [8] [9] [10] The shelf module can also be rotated or "ratcheted" relative to the core module (Fig. 1B) . We previously identified the ratcheted form of RNAP in the complex of Thermus thermophilus RNAP, bound with its inhibitor protein Gfh1 and a nucleic-acid scaffold with RNA bearing a hairpin structure. 4 In contrast to the "tight" form seen in the EC, 6 ,11 the active site of the ratcheted form exhibits extensive remodeling, including kinking of the BH, bending Keywords: RNA polymerase, structurefunction relationship, transcription, transcription factor, transcription regulation Abbreviations: BC, backtracked complex; BH, bridge helix; CPX, Cys-pair crosslinking; EC, elongation complex; NTP, nucleoside triphosphate; RNAP, DNAdependent RNA polymerase; TL, trigger loop.
of the TL, and expansion of the DNA/ RNA binding site. The reorganization of the active site led us to hypothesize that the ratcheted form is involved in various transcriptional functions other than nucleotide addition, beyond the transcription inhibition by Gfh1. 4, 12, 13 Our recent study based on Cys-pair crosslinking (CPX) analyses combined with X-ray crystallography has revealed that the ratcheted form indeed participates in many essential functions of RNAP. 10 Thus, the tight-ratcheted transition added a new axis to the conformational space of RNAP, and provided deep insights into the structurallyembedded principles underlying its operations. Here we discuss this ratcheted form and its roles in RNAP regulation, with future perspectives.
The ratcheted form in RNAP backtracking and transcript cleavage
Transcription is unidirectional (5 0 to 3 0 ), but the EC does not always move forward along the DNA. The EC sometimes pauses on the DNA, and even moves backward (or backtracks) along it, due to a transcriptional error (incorporation of a mismatched nucleotide into RNA), a lesion in the DNA, sequence contexts, etc. 14 We demonstrated that T. thermophilus RNAP adopts the tight form in a one-nucleotide backtracked complex (BC), while it assumes the ratcheted form in a longer, 8-nucleotide BC. 10 This is presumably because the enlarged secondary channel in the ratcheted form is more suitable to accommodate a long backtracked stretch of the RNA 3 0 end, as compared to the narrower channel in the tight form. Thus, the extent of backtracking is critical for the tight-ratcheted transition.
In the BC, the RNA elongation function is inactive, and instead RNAP exhibits hydrolytic activity to cleave the extruded part of the RNA 3 0 end at the same active site. The RNA cleavage contributes to transcription proofreading, in the case of a transcriptional error. The transcription factor GreA dramatically enhances the RNA cleavage activity by a 1-2 nucleotide backtracked RNAP. 15 T. thermophilus GreA was revealed to induce the ratcheted form in T. thermophilus RNAP, in a onenucleotide backtracked state. 10 This is because the bulky coiled-coil domain of the Gre protein is compatible with the enlarged secondary channel in the ratcheted form, but not with the narrower channel in the tight form. These data, together with activity measurements of an S-S crosslinked CPX variant (fixed in the ratcheted form), suggested that the GreA-dependent RNA cleavage occurs in the ratcheted form of RNAP, while the GreA-independent, intrinsic RNA cleavage occurs in the tight form of RNAP. Consistently, in the structure of RNAP bound with a Gre protein (a chimera of GreA and Gfh1), 16 the RNAP assumed the ratcheted form ( Fig. 1C) 10 . This structure also exhibited an open clamp conformation, which is probably because the DNA/ RNA scaffold included an RNA hairpin, as described below. The structure of the ratcheted form with a closed clamp has not been solved. The ratcheting would loosen the grip on the DNA/ RNA, and facilitate the clamp opening. However, the clamp module can swing independently of the shelf module. 4 Therefore, in the long backtracked or Gre-bound complex (without a hairpin), the clamp may not necessarily be opened, as proposed previously. 4, 17 In addition to GreA, E. coli possesses another Gre factor homolog, GreB, which can act on a longer backtracked state of RNAP. 15 As mentioned above, the long backtracked RNAP tends to assume the ratcheted form, which can accommodate GreB (Fig. 1C) . DksA is another coiled-coil protein in E. coli, and is considered to interact with the secondary channel, although it lacks the cleavage stimulating function. It cooperates with the bacterial alarmone guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) to suppress transcription initiation from many genes, as well as to increase fidelity during transcription elongation. 18, 19 Although the mechanism underlying the DksA activity is elusive, the ratcheted form may support it. It was previously hypothesized that ppGpp could shift E. coli RNAP to the ratcheted form. 20 The ratchetable tight form in RNAP backtracking and pausing Interestingly, the one-nucleotide BC readily transitioned to the ratcheted form with the aid of GreA, whereas ECs exhibited resistance to the conformational shift. 10 This suggested that GreA selectively acts on the BC to help the stalled RNAP cleave the RNA and thus resume transcription, without interfering with the transcribing ECs. This is quite reasonable for efficient and accurate transcription. The difference between the EC and the BC probably correlates with their TL conformations. In contrast to the straight conformation of the TL in the EC, it assumes a "bent" conformation in the BC, due to the extrusion of the RNA 3 0 end. The bent TL partly opens the path from the secondary channel through the active site, and thus probably facilitates the docking of the GreA coiled-coil domain. 10 Similarly to the BC, a paused complex due to a mismatch-frayed RNA 3 0 end is also readily transitioned to the ratcheted form. Thus, the tight form can adopt either the "ratchetable" or "unratchetable" state, according to the status of the RNA 3 0 end. We speculate that the ratchetable state is an unfixed state in equilibrium between the tight and partly ratcheted forms, and thereby it could serve as the precedent state for switching to the ratcheted form underlying various RNAP functions. In this regard, the ratchetable state may correspond to the so-called "elemental pause" state. 21 The ratcheted form in transcriptional pausing and termination
The hairpin structure formed in the nascent RNA is another important element that governs the fate of transcription. In the hairpin-dependent transcriptional pause, such as the well characterized his pause, an RNA hairpin formed upstream of the DNA/RNA hybrid stabilizes the paused state of RNAP. 21 In the hairpindependent, intrinsic transcription termination, the U-rich tract at the RNA 3 0 end causes transcriptional pausing, and a hairpin structure formed just upstream of the U-rich tract facilitates a conformational change of RNAP for dissociation from DNA/RNA. 22 We found that the RNA hairpin induces the ratcheted form of RNAP, which may underlie the transcriptional pause and termination. 10 Recent studies have revealed that the presence of the RNA hairpin in the his-paused complex is coupled with the clamp opening and the TL bending. 5, 23 These observations have clarified how the signal from the hairpin formation at the periphery of RNAP is transmitted to the active site. The bulky RNA hairpin in the RNA exit channel causes not only the clamp opening, but also the shelf/core ratcheting, which is inevitably accompanied by the TL bending and transcriptional pausing or complete inactivation (trapping) during termination 22 ( Fig. 1C) . Consistently, in the structures of RNAP bound with Gre proteins, RNAP assumes the ratcheted form with an opened clamp, probably due to the accommodation of the RNA hairpin, although it was not visible. 4, 10 NusA is an essential transcription factor involved in the hairpin-dependent transcriptional pausing, termination, and anti-termination. It binds near the RNA exit site including the b-flap domain, facilitates RNA duplex formation in the RNA exit channel, and slows RNAP translocation. 5, 24, 25 Therefore, NusA may maintain the open-clamp ratcheted form induced by the hairpin. NusA is also involved in transcription-coupled DNA repair, where it helps UvrD helicase to backtrack RNAP and expose the DNA lesion for access by repair enzymes. 26 Here, the ratcheted form of RNAP could support the RNAP backtracking and DNA repair.
Besides the hairpin-dependent, intrinsic termination, Rho-dependent termination is another major mechanism of bacterial transcription termination. Rho is a hexameric ATPase/helicase that binds to the nascent RNA at a specific Rho-utilization site, where it accesses the transcribing EC and causes termination, probably by inducing a conformational change in the RNAP. Although the exact structural basis of the conformational change is unknown, the Rho-dependent termination was suggested to proceed in a similar manner to the intrinsic termination. 27 Therefore, we hypothesize that the ratcheted form with the opened clamp is the common intermediate for both the Rho-dependent and independent terminations. Similarly to the Rho-dependent termination by a bacterial RNAP, the Rat1 and Sen1-dependent terminations by eukaryotic RNAPs I and II are also proposed to be accompanied by an allosteric change in the EC. 28 Again, the open-clamp ratcheted form could be the intermediate for the eukaryotic transcription termination mechanism.
Insights into transcriptional regulation
Our study revealed that many transcription functions, such as nucleotide addition, RNA cleavage, RNAP backtracking, pausing, termination, and inhibition, are accomplished by one of the 2 alternative forms of RNAP: the tight and ratcheted forms. As the active site of RNAP is formed between the shelf and core modules, switching between the tight (4) are colored as follows: core module, gray; shelf module, cyan; clamp module, yellow-green; jaw-lobe module (b domains), light orange; BH, purple; TL, green. The active site is represented as an orange sphere. (C) Interaction sites for transcription factors and RNA elements are depicted on the structure of Thermus thermophilus RNAP bound with a Gre protein in the openclamp ratcheted form (10) . The RNAP is shown as a ribbon model, and the Gre protein (a hybrid of GreA and Gfh1 (16)) is shown as a magenta-colored surface model. The b-flap domain is colored light blue. The nucleic acids were modeled based on those in the backtracked complex structure (10), and the DNA template strand, non-template strand, and RNA are colored blue, green, and red, respectively.
and ratcheted forms could be the major regulation point of the functions and activities of RNAP. Taking into account other changes, including the clamp swinging and the conformational changes in the TL and the BH, the operational code of RNAP in terms of its conformational space has emerged ( Table 1) . This code may also represent the basis for the regulation of RNAP functions by various elements and transcription factors.
As described above, the nascent RNA (the 3 0 end and hairpin) plays a key role in the tight-ratcheted transition and/or clamp swinging, and determines the fate of transcription (Fig. 1C, Table 1 ). GreA/ B, Gfh1, and possibly DksA, which bind to the secondary channel, stabilize the ratcheted form for their functions. The functions of NusA and Rho could be based on the ratcheted form with an opened clamp. These RNA elements and transcription factors are all related to the secondary channel or the RNA exit channel of RNAP. In contrast, the universal transcription elongation factor NusG (Spt5 in Archaea/Eukarya) and its paralog RfaH bind to a part of the clamp module (clamp coiled-coil) to maintain the closed-clamp tight form 5 , and thus counteract the ratcheting to ensure processive transcription elongation. NusG is also known as the EC interface for the interactions with the ribosome and Rho. 29 RfaH reportedly serves as a physical bridge between RNAP and ribosome, facilitating expression of horizontally transferred genes. 30 The translating ribosome may cooperate with NusG/RfaH to maintain the closed-clamp tight form during the translation-coupled transcription, whereas Rho should counteract NusG to destabilize the closed-clamp tight form for termination. Further structural and functional studies will clarify these points.
RNAP ratcheting and translocation
In every nucleotide addition cycle of transcription elongation, RNAP moves or translocates by a one-nucleotide step along DNA/RNA. After nucleotide addition to the nascent RNA 3 0 end, the pre-translocation state (the RNA 3 0 end residing in the i C 1 position relative to the active site) is shifted to the post-translocation state (the RNA 3 0 end residing in the i position). In previous studies, we hypothesized that the ratcheted form of RNAP could also correlate with an intermediary state for RNAP translocation. 4, 12, 13 The ratcheted form represents a kinked BH, which sterically prevents the incorporation of the i C 1 DNA template nucleotide into the active site. The kinking of the BH has been suggested to correlate with RNAP translocation, as it could bias the translocation state to the post-translocation state. [31] [32] [33] Therefore, it seems reasonable that the ratcheted form could mediate the shift from the pre-translocation state to the post-translocation state, in the Brownian-ratchet equilibrium. 34 The ratcheted form also possesses the enlarged DNA/RNA binding site, which would have a looser grip on the DNA/ RNA and thus could facilitate RNAP translocation. However, it is not clear whether this hypothesis is correct.
The question could be answered, for example, by restricting the RNAP conformation to the tight form by crosslinking or other techniques. If the RNAP translocation actually accompanies the ratcheting motion, then the restriction of the RNAP conformation would impair the RNA elongation rate, without affecting the rate of the chemical step. It was recently reported that RNAP elongates RNA in crystals, 35 in which the spatial constraints should limit the RNAP conformational changes, including the module movements. An estimation of the RNA 
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